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One in the eye for
wearable tech
by Peter W McOwan, Queen Mary University of London

Contact lenses, normally used to simply, but usefully,
correct people’s vision, could in the future do far more.
Tiny microelectronic circuits, antennae
and sensors can now be fabricated
and set in the plastic of contact lenses.
Researchers are looking at the possibility
of using such sensors to sample
and transmit the glucose level in the
eye moisture: useful information for
diabetics. Others are looking at lenses
that can change your focus, or even
project data onto the lens, allowing new
forms of augmented and virtual reality.
Conveniently, you can turn the frequent
natural motion from the blinks of your eye
into enough power to run the sensors and
transmitter, doing away with the need
for charging. All this means that smart
contact lenses could be a real eye opener
for wearable tech.

Sick tattoos
by Peter W McOwan, Queen Mary University of London
Researchers at MIT and Harvard have new
skin in the game when it comes to monitoring
people’s bodily health. They have developed
a new wearable technology in the form of
colour- and shape-changing tattoos. These
tattoos work by using bio-sensitive inks,
changing colour, fading away or appearing
under different coloured illumination,
depending on your body chemistry. They
could, for example, change their colour, or
shape as their parts fade away, depending
on your blood glucose levels.
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This kind of constantly on, constantly working
body monitoring ensures that there is nothing
to fall off, get broken or run out of power.
That’s important in chronic conditions like
diabetes where monitoring and controlling
blood glucose levels is crucial to the person’s
health. The project, called Dermal Abyss,
brings together scientists and artists in a new
way to create a data interface on your skin.
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There are still lots of questions to answer,
like how long will the tattoos last and would
people be happy displaying their health
status to anyone who catches a glimpse of
their body art? How would you feel having
your body stats displayed on your tats? It’s a
future question for researchers to draw out
the answer to.

Let buttons
be buttons!
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London
We are used to the idea that we use
buttons with electronics to switch
things on and off, but Rebecca Stewart
and Sophie Skach decided to use real
buttons in the old-fashioned sense of
a fashionable way to fasten up clothes.
Rebecca created integrated circuit
buttons - electronics, sensors and a
battery inside an actual button. Sophie
then built them into a stylish jacket that
included digital embroidery, embedding
lighting and the circuitry to control it into
the fabric of the jacket.
How do you control the light effects?
You just button and unbutton the jacket
of course!

Building sound fabrics
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

Architects create beautiful drawings and models of their buildings
to give people an idea of what they will look like...but what will
they sound like? Who thinks about that? Alessia Milo is an architect,
studying for a Media Arts Technology PhD at QMUL who thinks
sound should be taken more seriously.
She created an interactive textile map
as a way to increase awareness of how
architecture affects the spread of sound.
It’s a plan view of the buildings around
Greenwich in London on the banks of the
Thames. To make it she first went on tour
of the area, recording the sounds as she
walked. She then made her map interactive,
embedding circuitry and sensors in the
fabric so that as you touched different
buildings on the map the sounds from
that place were played.
More details at:
auralcharacter.wordpress.com/aural-fabric
Image credit:
Aural Fabric at Inter/sections 2016 - Alessia Milo

cs4fn@eecs.qmul.ac.uk
@cs4fn
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Smart
bags
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

In our stress-filled world with ever increasing levels of anxiety,
it would be nice if technology could sometimes reduce stress rather
than just add to it. That is the problem that QMUL’s Christine Farion
set out to solve for her PhD. She wanted to do something stylish too,
so she created a new kind of bag: a smart bag.
Christine realised that forgetting everyday
things causes anxiety for a lot of people. It
is very common for us to forget keys, train
tickets, passports and other things we need
for the day. Sometimes it’s just irritating.
At other times it can ruin the day. Even
when we don’t forget things, we waste time
unpacking and repacking bags to make
sure we really do have the things we need.
Of course, the moment we unpack a bag
to check, we increase the chance that
something won’t be put back!

Electronic bags
Christine wondered if a smart bag could
help. Over the space of several years, she
built ten different prototypes using basic
electronic kits, allowing her to explore lots
of options. Her basic design has coloured
lights on the outside of the bag, and a small
scanner inside. To use the bag, you attach
electronic tags to the things you want to
remember. They are like the ones shops
use to keep track of stock and prevent
shoplifting. Some tags are embedded into
things like key fobs, while others can be
stuck directly onto an object. Then when
you pack your bag, you scan the objects
with the reader as you put them in, and the
lights show you they are definitely there.
The different coloured lights allow you to
create clear links - natural mappings between the lights and the objects. For her
own bag, Christine linked the blue light to a
blue key fob with her keys, and the yellow
light to her yellow hayfever tablet box.
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You scan the
objects with the
reader as you
put them in, and
the lights show
you they are
definitely there.

Suspicious?
When she had shown people her prototype
bags, one of the common worries was that
the electronics would look suspicious and
be a problem when travelling. She set out to
find out, taking her bag on journeys around
the country, on trains and even to airports,
travelling overseas on several occasions.
There were no problems at all.

Fashion matters
In the wild
One of the strongest things about her work
was she tested her bags extensively ‘in the
wild’. She gave them to people who used
them as part of their normal everyday life,
asking them to report to her what did and
didn’t work about them. This all fed in to the
designs for subsequent bags and allowed
her to learn what really mattered to make
this kind of bag work for the people using
it. One of the key things she discovered was
that the technology needed to be completely
simple to use. If it wasn’t both obvious how
to use and quick and simple to do,
it wouldn’t be used.
Christine also used the bags herself,
keeping a detailed diary of incidents related
to the bags and their design. This is called
‘autoethnography’. She even used one bag
as her own main bag for a year and a half,
building it completely into her life, fixing
problems as they arose. She took it to work,
shopping, to coffee shops ... wherever
she went.
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As a bag is a personal item we carry around
with us, it becomes part of our identity. She
found that appropriate styling is, therefore,
essential in this kind of wearable technology.
There is no point making a smart bag that
doesn’t fit the look that people want to
carry around. This is a problem with a lot
of today’s medical technology, for example.
Objects that help with medical conditions:
like diabetic monitors or drug pumps and
even things as simple and useful as hearing
aids or glasses, while ‘solving’ a problem,
can lead to stigma if they look ugly. Fashion
on the other hand does the opposite. It is
all about being cool. Christine showed that
by combining design of the technology with
an understanding of fashion, her bags were
seen as cool. Rather than designing just a
single functional smart bag, ideally you need
a range of bags, if the idea is to work for
everyone.
Now, why don’t I have my glasses with me?

@cs4fn
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Naked molerats go digital
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

Where does a naked mole-rat
wear its computing gadgetry?
Under its skin
Naked mole-rats are fascinating creatures.
They are highly social, living in colonies. They
spend their lives permanently underground
in burrows, and that’s why they have no
fur, just whiskers. They don’t need it. Living
underground means they are difficult to
study. Normally researchers simply watch
animals to study their behaviour, but that’s
not possible for naked mole-rats.

Tag ‘em
To allow them to be observed, one colony
of 28 animals, called Colony Omega, went
digital. They all have an implant under their
skin. These tags are just smaller versions
of ones used by vets to tag pets. Sensors
around their burrow detect when the tags
are close. This means the naked molerats can be watched in real-time as they
move around the burrow. It’s allowing the
biologists to study patterns in their behaviour
such as how different animals take on
different roles in the colony.

Interactive
rat art
Julie Freeman, an artist and computer
scientist at QMUL, used the same data in
a different way. She leads a team creating
interactive art based on the naked molerat data. ‘A Selfless Society’, for example,
is an abstract animation that changes as
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a result of the live data from the colony.
The sculpture ‘This is Nature Now’ also
represents the live data from the colony
but using soft robotic techniques (see page
13). It moves based on the movements of
the naked mole-rats. We often experience
nature through technology, watching it on
screens rather than in real-life. ‘This is
Nature Now’ explores how physical, nonliving objects can convey a sense of life.

Private
portraits
Colony Omega also has its own gallery
of portrait photos, taken by Lorna Ellen
Faulkes. The eyes of the naked mole-rats
are blocked out (to protect their identity!)
The idea is to make people think about data
privacy. Technology raises big issues over
our own privacy. We now give away vast
amounts of personal information without
realising. What about the data privacy
of animals?
This may seem silly, but is a very real
problem. Tourists posting images of
endangered animals and plants on social
media from safaris has caused problems.
It has led poachers to the animals and
plants photographed, putting them in
serious danger. The problem arises because
modern digital cameras log the place
a photo is taken, and this ‘metadata’ is
included with the photograph posted for
anyone to see who knows where to look.
Find out more about Colony Omega at
rat.systems/colony
www.cs4fn.org

Programming
Puzzle:
new naked mole-rats

Only the queen of a naked mole-rat
colony has pups. They live amazingly
long lives and are highly resistant to
cancer! Here is a programming puzzle
about a fictional colony...
A one-year old queen forms a new colony
with a single male. Each year they have
a new litter of pups. The number of pups
for this queen just so happen to follow a
special pattern: 2 pups in the first year,
then 3 the next, 5 the next, 8 the next,
and so on. This queen dies before any
of her pups or the original male.
Write an efficient program to work out
the size of her colony after each year
if the pattern is followed until she dies
(exhausted).
See www.cs4fn.org/programming-puzzles
for solutions.

Ringing the changes
by Peter W McOwan, Queen Mary University of London

Like a mystic Dr Strange-like
superhero, whose simple hand
gestures make the world around
them spring to life, the Zero Ring,
makes things happen.
It may sound like it’s part of an infinity
gauntlet, but it actually contains motion
sensors that track how your hand moves
around. Linked by Bluetooth to your mobile
phone, this gesture signal is compared
with template gestures saved in the phone.
If they match then the phone sends a
message to make something useful happen.
One gesture might cause your smartenabled light bulb to turn on. Another
might turn the central heating up a notch.
Critically, the ring has an on-off switch to
prevent it working when you don’t want it
to! After all you don’t want all your hand
movements to be tracked and so control
things all the time.

They wanted
to be able to
keep using
the accounts
undetected
for as long as
possible.

This wearable tech is one of the first
consumer goods to be operated by
recognising simple gestures as orders. As
the technology progresses, more complex
hand patterns will be possible opening up
whole new ways to interact.
Just don’t have it switched on when you are
having a scratch … or your personal universe
might just collapse by mistake.

The disappearing ring
by Peter W McOwan, Queen Mary University of London
You borrow a ring, put it on your finger and
with the wave of your other hand the ring
vanishes. Another wave and it’s back. Learn
how to perform this trick and the computer
science behind it at www.cs4fn.org/magic

@cs4fn
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Microwave
health check
by Tina Chowdhury, Institute of Bioengineering, School of Engineering and Materials Science, Queen Mary University of London

Microwaves aren’t just useful for cooking your dinner. Passing
through your ears they might help check your health in future,
especially if you are an elite athlete. Bioengineer Tina Chowdhury tells
us about her multidisciplinary team’s work with the National Physics
Laboratory (NPL).
Lots of wearable gadgets work out things
about us by sensing our bodies. They can
tell who you are just by tapping into your
biometric data, like fingerprints, features of
your face or the patterns in your eyes. They
can even do some of this remotely without
you even knowing you’ve been identified.
Smart watches and fitness trackers tell you
how fast you are running, how fit you are
and whether you are healthy, how many
calories you have burned and how well you
are sleeping or not sleeping. They also work
out things about your heart, like how well
it beats. This is done using optical sensor
technology, shining light at your skin and
measuring how much is scattered by the
blood flowing through it.
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Microwave
sensors
With PhD student, Wesleigh Dawsmith, and
electronic engineer, microwave and antenae
specialist, Rob Donnan, we are working on a
different kind of sensor to check the health
of elite athletes. Instead of using visible light
we use invisible microwaves, the kind of
radiation that gives microwave ovens their
name. The microwave-based wearables
have the potential to provide real-time
information about how our bodies are coping
when under stress, such as when we are
exercising, similar to health checks without
having to go to hospital. The technology
measures how much of the microwaves
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are absorbed through the ear lobe using a
microwave antenna and wireless circuitry.
How much of the microwaves are absorbed
is linked to being dehydrated when we
sweat and overheat during exercise. We
can also use the microwave sensor to track
important biomarkers like glucose, sodium,
chloride and lactate which can be a sign of
dehydration and give warnings of illnesses
like diabetes. The sensor sounds an alarm
telling the person that they need medication,
or are getting dehydrated, so need to drink
some water.

Making it work
We are working with Richard Dudley at the
NPL to turn these ideas into a wearable,
microwave-based dehydration tracker. The
company has spent eight years working on
HydraSenseNPL a device that clips onto
the ear lobe, measuring microwaves with a
flexible antenna earphone.
A big question is whether the ear device
will become practical to actually wear while
doing exercise, for example keeping a good
enough contact with the skin. Another
is whether it can be made fashionable,
perhaps being worn as jewellery.

Another issue is that the system is designed
for athletes, but most people are not
professional athletes doing strenuous
exercise. Will the technology work for people
just living their normal day-to-day life too? In
that everyday situation, sensing microwave
dynamics in the ear lobe may not turn out
to be as good as an all-in-one solution that
tracks your biometrics for the entire day.

How much of
the microwaves
are absorbed is
linked to being
dehydrated

The long term aim is to develop health
wearables that bring together lots of different
smart sensors, all packaged into a small
space like a watch, that can help people
in all situations, sending them real-time
alerts about their health.

@cs4fn
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Mood gloves
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

When we watch a film, it’s not just the pictures that make the
experience, it’s the soundtrack too. The music and sound effects play
a big part in setting the mood of a film. They matter. If you are to get
the sinking feeling in your stomach or feel the shivers down your spine,
it’s probably the music. QMUL’s Antonella Mazzoni wondered if other
senses could contribute too … and designed a Mood Glove to find out.

Vibrations

Moods

We use touch as well as sight and sound
to sense the world. This kind of ‘haptic
feedback’ is used, for example, in phones
that vibrate to tell us someone is calling.
Antonella wondered if haptic feedback could
heighten our mood while watching films in
the way sounds do.

Our moods and emotion can be broken
into two parts: our levels of ’arousal’ and of
‘valence’. Arousal is to do with the intensity
of the mood. Being angry, delighted,
alarmed and excited are all high arousal
moods, whereas being bored, tired, sleepy
and calm are low arousal ones. Valence is
instead about the level of pleasure involved.
High valence moods are pleasant and
include being delighted, happy or calm,
whereas low valence moods are unpleasant,
such as being afraid, annoyed, depressed or
bored. Together they give a standard way to
rate mood.

To test her ideas she created a series of
gloves. They had simple electronics built in
to them that caused small pads to vibrate
against the hand. She could control the
order they vibrated and also the strength
and frequency of the vibration. Early
experiments showed it was best to make
the pads vibrate on the back of the hand:
when placed on the palm they tended to
tickle too much. She also found that the
positions of the vibrations did not make a
big difference to moods, so she placed
them in a simple circle.
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Antonella next collected lots of film clips
for use in her experiments. A series of
volunteers watched the clips while wearing
the glove and rated the experience in terms
of their arousal and valence while watching
them. Using these ratings as a baseline,
she then ran experiments to explore if, and
how, different kinds of vibration in the glove
changed the wearer’s mood while watching
the clips.

Volunteers
experienced
heightened
levels of
suspense

Suspense

Effects

Jobs

In one experiment, she investigated
suspense. Suspense is where the audience
knows something about the plot that the
characters don’t, leading to a gradual buildup of tension or expectation. Suspense
can be linked to both positive and negative
feelings so is not specifically about valence.
It involves gradually increasing arousal. It is
something that the score of a film can make
a big difference to: transforming a clip with
little suspense to one full of it.

Next she designed some simple effects
to test. In her ‘buildup’ effect there was
a gradual increase of both the strength
and frequency of the vibration. The ‘fade
in’ effect just increased the strength of
the vibrations, starting from nothing and
building to a peak. She also created an
illusion that the effect moved across the
hand, using the different vibration pads.

New technology creates new jobs that
didn’t previously exist. You can see this in
the ever increasing lengths of the credits of
films, as new kinds of special effects lead to
new jobs. Perhaps in future there will be a
new career to follow as a `haptic composer’
for films, just as there are currently jobs
composing soundtracks.

Antonella wondered if our sense of touch,
through her Mood Glove, could deliver a
similar enhancement? Perhaps, for example,
a gradually building pattern of vibration on
our hand could increase the build-up of
arousal and so suspense. To find out, she
chose 60 film clips that involved suspense.
Volunteers rated them in terms of valence
and arousal, and she used the 16 with most
agreement. These final choices included
clips from films like Inception, North by
Northwest and Gravity.

Perhaps it could be the job for you!

A new set of volunteers watched the chosen
film clips while wearing the glove. It gave
different vibration patterns in time to each
film. They rated their mood while watching
the clips and Antonella also interviewed
them about the experience afterwards. She
found that the volunteers did experience
heightened levels of suspense from certain
kinds of vibration patterns for some clips.
What worked differed for different clips
suggesting a need to design the effect to
fit the film.

@cs4fn
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A wearable robot
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

Beetles are one of the most prolific species on the planet. As the
famous geneticist J.B.S. Haldane is supposed to have said: God has
an inordinate fondness for beetles. One of the reasons they are so
successful is that, unlike us, their skeleton is outside their body,
not inside! This kind of skeleton is called an exoskeleton.
Humans are now trying to get in on the act. In the computer
science version exoskeletons are robots that you wear.

Animal shells

Human shells

All sorts of animals have evolved all sorts
of different exoskeletons. We call the big
ones shells. Many insects, like beetles,
have exoskeletons. So do crabs, scorpions,
snails and clams. Tortoises are particularly
interesting as they have both an internal
skeleton, like us, and a shell too.

Generally, exoskeletons seem like a pretty
good idea! So it’s not surprising that we
humans want them too. A suit of armour
is actually just a simple version of an
exoskeleton designed to protect a knight
from ‘predators’. It’s not much different
to a tortoise protected inside its shell.
The difference to the ones humans make
now is our modern exoskeletons are
powered and controlled by computers.
They really are a robot you wear. They
react to your movements.

Animals use exoskeletons for lots of reasons.
Most obviously it protects them from
predators. It can also help stop them drying
out in the sun, and stop them getting wet
in the rain. They are used by some animals
for sensing the world, and help animals
like locusts to jump. Some tortoises and
armadillos use them for digging and other
animals use them to feed. It’s not surprising,
with so many uses that there are a lot of
them about.
12

As with animals’ shells, powered
exoskeletons help humans do all sorts of
things, not just act as armour. By being
powered they give us extra strength,
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Exoskeletons
are armour,
umbrellas,
spades and
spoons.

allowing us to lift weights far heavier than
we could otherwise, and can turn our small
movements in to larger ones. That means
they can, for example, help people who
have problems moving about to walk (see
‘The Wrong Trousers’) or help nurses lift
patients in and out of bed. They are used
by surgeons to do operations when they are
in a different place to the patient, removing
the shakiness of their hands, and by rescue
workers working in dangerous situations.
There are even ones designed to help
astronauts exercise in space. They make
movement harder rather than easier to force
them to exercise despite the lower gravity.
All in all, copying beetles, but with our
own computing twist, seems like a pretty
good idea.

The wrong trousers?
Not any more!
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

Inspired by the Wallace & Gromit film ‘The Wrong Trousers’,
Johnathan Rossiter of the University of Bristol builds robotic trousers.
We could all need them as we get older.

Being unable
to get out of
your armchair
without
help can be
devastating.

Creepy
Crawling
Skin
Roboticist Rebecca Kramer-Bottiglio’s
team at Yale University have
developed a ‘robotic skin’ that can be
wrapped round objects. Put it on a
stuffed toy and you can bring it to life
and make it move around like a robot.
Think of a robot and you probably think of
something metal: something solid and hard.
But a new generation of robot researchers
are exploring soft robotics: robots made of
materials that are squishy. When it comes
to wearable robots, being soft is obviously
a plus. That is the idea behind Jonathan’s
work. He is building trousers to help people
stand and walk.
Being unable to get out of an armchair
without help can be devastating to a
person’s life. There are many conditions
like arthritis and multiple sclerosis, never
mind just plain old age, that make standing
up difficult. It gets to us all eventually and
having difficulty moving around makes
life hard and can lead to isolation and
loneliness. The less you move about, the

harder it gets to do, because your muscles
get weaker, so it becomes a vicious circle.
Soft robotic trousers may be able to break
the cycle.
We are used to the idea of walking sticks,
frames, wheelchairs and mobility scooters
to help people get around. Robotic clothes
may be next. Early versions of Jonathan’s
trousers include tubes like a string of
sausages that when pumped full of air
become more solid, shortening as they bulge
out, so straightening the leg. Experiments
have shown that inflating trousers fitted
with them, can make a robot wearing them
stand. The problem is that you need to carry
gas canisters around, and put up with the
psshhht! sound whenever you stand!

@cs4fn

The team have more futuristic (and quieter)
ideas though. They are working on designs
based on ‘electroactive polymers’. These
are fabrics that change when electricity
is applied. One group that can be made
into trousers, a bit like lycra tights, silently
shrink with an electric current: exactly what
you need for robotic trousers. To make it
work you need a computer control system
that shrinks and expands them in the right
places at the right time to move the leg
wearing them. You also need to be able
to store enough energy in a light enough
way that the trousers can be used without
frequent recharging.
It’s still early days, but one day they hope to
build a working system that really can help
older people stand. Jonathan promises he will
eventually build the right trousers.
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Where’s my
satellite?
Where’s my child?
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

Satellites are critical to much modern technology, and especially
GPS. It allows our smartphones, laptops and cars to work out their
exact position on the surface of the earth. This is central to all mobile
technology, wearable or not, that relies on knowing where you are,
from plotting a route to your nearest Indian restaurant to telling you
where a person you might want to meet is. Many, many people were
involved in creating GPS, but it was only in Black History Month of
2017 when the critical part Gladys West played became widely known.

Work hard,
go far

Seasat and
Geosat

As a child Gladys worked with her family in
the fields of their farm in rural Virginia. That
wasn’t the life she wanted, so she worked
hard through school, leaving as the top
student. She won a scholarship to university,
and then landed a job as a mathematician
at a US navy base.

Her work on the Seasat satellite won her
a commendation. It was a revolutionary
satellite designed to remotely monitor the
oceans. It collected data about things like
temperature, wind speed and wind direction
at the sea’s surface, the heights of waves, as
well as sensing data about sea ice. This kind
of remote sensing has since had a massive
impact on our understanding of climate
change. Gladys specifically worked on the
satellite’s altimeter. It was a radar-based
sensor that allowed Seasat to measure its
precise distance from the surface of the
ocean below. She continued this work on
other remote sensing satellites too, including
Geosat, a later earth observation satellite.

There she solved the maths problems
behind the positioning of satellites. She
worked closely with the programmers to
write the code to do calculations based on
her maths. Nine times out of ten the results
that came back weren’t exactly right so
much of her time was spent working out
what was going wrong with the programs,
as it was vital the results were very accurate.

Wear a watch
that watches
where you
are…
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GPS
Knowing the positions of satellites is the
foundation for GPS. The way GPS works is
that our mobile receivers pick up a timed
signal from several different satellites.
Calculating where we are can only be done
if you first know very precisely where those
satellites were when they sent the signal.
That is what Gladys’ work provided.

GPS watches
You can now buy, for example, GPS
watches, allowing you to wear a watch that
watches where you are. They can be used
by people with dementia, who have bad
memory problems, allowing their carers to
find them if they go out on their own but
are then confused about where they are.
They also allow parents to know where their
kids are ALL the time. Do you think that’s a
good use?
Since so much technology now relies on
knowing exactly where we are, Gladys’ work
has had a massive impact on all our lives.

Emotional
glasses
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

It’s fun to add emoticons to
messages, and they help ensure
people understand our feelings.
They are helping some people
understand feelings face-to-face
too, with a bit of help from an
Artificial Intelligence.

Reading faces
We take it for granted that we can look
at someone’s face and tell whether they
are happy or sad, angry or surprised.
Autistic children, however, often struggle
to understand people’s expressions. When
anxious we also all tend to avoid eye
contact. Some autistic children do that all
the time. They are then even less likely to
see the clues in people’s faces, and so start
to understand emotions. This can make it
harder to make friends.

From robots
to glasses
Many hi-tech ways have been tried to help
autistic children learn about emotions.
One, for example, involves letting them
play with robot ‘friends’ as some find the
cartoon-like expressions on a robot face
more comfortable and easier to follow. A
different approach is based on wearable
technology. Researchers at Stanford
University have created a program for
autistic children that works out a person’s
expression and displays an emoticon of it
in a pair of smart glasses.

An AI reading
faces for you
A camera in the glasses records what the
wearer sees and the Artificial Intelligence
(AI) program detects any faces. This kind of
technology is also used in smartphones to
detect faces in your photo collection. It uses
‘machine learning’: the program learns what
a face is by being shown lots of images,
some with and some without faces. The
program uses all that data to work out the
patterns in an image that mean there is a
face. It then uses that pattern to spot
new faces.
In a similar way it can be trained on faces
with different expressions. A training set
of faces are used that are labelled with
the emotion in that image. This allows the
program to spot what pattern in a face
makes a happy face, what makes a sad
face, and so on. Having recognised an
expression, the glasses finally act as a
screen and show an emoticon, such as a
smiley, corresponding to that expression.
Superimposing digital images on the real
world like this is called augmented reality.
It makes looking at faces like a game and
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means that the child can use the emoticon
to understand what the person in front of
them is feeling. It also means they can start
to learn for themselves - almost like the AI!
The AI is labelling the faces for them, just
as people had done for it. With the glasses,
autistic children can be sure what each
face is actually saying rather than having to
guess. Eventually they might then form their
own rules and so do it on their own.

Making a
difference
The Stanford system was trialled with autistic
children in their own homes. They used the
system for several months and their parents
found it made a clear difference. By the end
many of the children were engaging much
more with their family including making a lot
more eye contact.
Emoticons are making a real difference to
their lives.
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The computer
vs the casino
Wearable tech cheating
by Peter W McOwan, Queen Mary University of London

What happened when a legend
of computer science took on the
Las Vegas casinos? The answer,
surprisingly, was the birth of
wearable computing.
There have always been people looking to
beat the system, to get that little bit extra of
the odds going their way to allow them to
clean up at the casino. Over the years
maths and technology have been used,
from a hidden mechanical arm up your
sleeve allowing you to swap cards, to the
more cerebral card counting. In the latter,
a player remembers a running total of the
cards played so they can estimate when
high value cards will be dealt. One popular
game to try and cheat was Roulette.

after the famous casino town. There are
ways to calculate difficult mathematical
functions by taking thousands of random
samples of their value at different random
places.
A mathematical system of betting wasn’t
going to work to beat the game, but there
was one possible weakness to be exploited:
the person who ran the game and threw the
ball into the wheel, the croupier.

No more
bets please
There is a natural human instinct to spin
the wheel and throw the ball in a consistent
pattern. Each croupier who has played
thousands of games has a slight bias in the
speed and force with which they spin the

A spin of
the wheel
Roulette, which comes from the French
word ‘little wheel’, involves a dish containing
a circular rotating part marked into red
and black numbers. A simple version of
the game was developed by the French
mathematician, Pascal, and it evolved over
the centuries to become a popular betting
game. The central disc is spun and as it
rotates a small ball is thrown into the dish.
Players bet on the number that the ball will
eventually stop at. The game is based on
probability, but like most games there is a
house advantage: the probabilities mean
that the casino will tend to win more money
than it loses.
Gamblers tried to work out betting strategies
to win, but the random nature of where the
ball stops thwarted them. In fact, the pattern
of numbers produced from multiple roulette
spins was so random that mathematicians
and scientists have used these numbers as
a random-number generator. Methods using
them are even called Monte Carlo methods
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wheel and throw the ball in. If you could
just see where the wheel was when the spin
started and the ball went in, you could use
the short time before betting was suspended
to make a rough guess of the area where
the ball was more likely to land, giving you
an edge. This is called ‘clocking the wheel’,
but it requires great skill. You have to watch
many games with the same croupier to gain
a tiny chance of working out where their ball
will go. This isn’t cheating in the same way
as physically tampering with the wheel with
weights and magnets (which is illegal), it is
the skill of the gambler’s observation that
gives the edge. Casinos became aware of it,
so frequently changed the croupier on each
game, so the players couldn’t watch long
enough to work out the pattern. But if there
was some technological way to work this out
quickly perhaps the game could be beaten.

Blackjack and
back room

Sounds like
a win

Enter Ed Thorpe, in the 1950s, a graduate
student in physics at MIT. Along with
his interest in physics he had a love of
gambling. Using his access to one of the
world’s few room filling IBM computers
at the university he was able to run the
probabilities in card games and using this
wrote a scientific paper on a method to win
at Blackjack. This paper brought him to the
attention of Claude Shannon, the famous
and rather eccentric father of information
theory. Shannon loved to invent things: the
flame throwing trumpet, the insult machine
and other weird and wonderful devices filled
the basement workshop of his home. It was
there that he and Ed decided to try and take
on the casinos at Roulette and built arguably
the first wearable computer.

The device comprised a pressure switch
hidden in a shoe. When the ball was spun
and passed a fixed point on the wheel, the
wearer pressed the switch. A computer
timer, strapped to the wrist, started and was
used to track the progress of the ball as it
passed around the wheel, using technology
in place of human skill to clock the wheel.
A series of musical tones told the person
using the device where the ball would stop,
each tone represented a separate part of
the wheel. They tested the device in secret
and found that using it gave them a 44%
increased chance of correctly predicting
the winning numbers. They decided to try
it for real … and it worked! However, the
fine wires that connected the computer to
the earpiece kept breaking, so they gave up
after winning only a few dollars. The device,
though very simple and for a single purpose,
is in the computing museum at MIT. The
inventors eventually published the detail in a
scientific paper called “The Invention of the
First Wearable Computer,” in 1998.
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The long arm
of the law
reaches out
Others followed with similar systems built
into shoes, developing more computers and
software to help cheat at Blackjack too, but
by the mid 1980’s the casino authorities
became wise to this way to win, so new
laws were introduced to prevent the use
of technology to give unfair advantages in
casino games. It definitely is now cheating.
If you look at the rules for casinos today
they specifically exclude the use of mobile
phones at the table, for example, just in
case your phone is using some clever app
to scam the casinos.
From its rather strange beginning, wearable
computing has spun out into new areas and
applications, and quite where it will go next
is anybody’s bet.
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Negligent
nurses?
Or dodgy digital?
by Harold Thimbleby, Swansea University and Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

It’s easy to get excited about new
technology and assume it must
make things better. It’s rarely
that easy. Medical technology is
a case in point, as one group of
nurses found out. It was all about
one simple device and wearable
ID bracelets. Nurses were taken
to court, blamed for what went
wrong.
The nurses taken to court worked in a
stroke unit and were charged with wilfully
neglecting their patients. Around 70 others
were also disciplined though not sent to
court.
There were problems with many nurses’
record keeping. A few were selected to be
charged by the police on the rather arbitrary
basis that they had more odd records than
the others.
The case came about because of a single
complaint. As the hospital, and then
police, investigated, they found more
and more oddities, with lots of nurses
suddenly implicated. They all seemed to
have fabricated their records. Repeatedly,
their paper records did not tally with the
computer logs. Therefore, the nurses must
have been making up the patient records.

Critical Tests
The gadget at the centre of the story was a
portable glucometer. Glucometers allow the
blood-sugar levels of patients to be tested.
This matters. If blood-sugar problems are
not caught quickly, seriously ill patients
could die.
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Whenever they did a test, the nurses
recorded it in the patient’s paper record.
The glucometer system also had a better,
supposedly infallible, way to do this. The
nurse scanned their ID badge using the
glucometer, telling it who they were. They
then scanned the patient’s barcode bracelet,
and took the patient’s blood-sugar reading.
They finally wrote down what the glucometer
said in the paper records, and the
glucometer automatically added the reading
to that patient’s electronic record.
Over and over again, the nurses were
claiming in the notes of patients that they
had taken readings, when the computer
logs showed no reading had been taken. As
machines don’t lie, the nurses must all be
liars. They had just pretended to take these
vital tests. It was a clear case of lazy nurses
colluding to have an easy life!

What really
happened?
In court, witnesses gave evidence. A new
story unfolded. The glucometers were
not as simple as they seemed. No-one
involved actually understood them, how the
system really worked, or what had actually
happened.
In reality the nurses were looking after their
patients ... despite the devices.
The real story starts with those barcode
bracelets that the patients wore. Sometimes
the reader couldn’t read the barcode. You’ve
probably seen this happen in supermarkets.
Every so often the reader can’t tell what is
being scanned. The nurses needed to sort
it out as they had lots of ill patients to look
after. Luckily, there was a quick and easy
solution. They could just scan their own ID
twice. The system accepted this ‘double
tapping’. The first scan was their correct
staff ID. The second scan was of their staff
card ID instead of the patient ID. That made
the glucometer happy so they could use
it, but of course they weren’t using a valid
patient ID.
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As they wrote the test result in the patient’s
paper record no harm was done. When
checked, over 200 nurses sometimes
used double tapping to take readings. It
was a well-known (at least by nurses), and
commonly used, work-around for a problem
with the barcode system.
The system was also much more
complicated than that anyway. It involved
a complex computing network, and
a lot of complex software, not just a
glucometer. Records often didn’t make it
to the computer database for a variety of
reasons. The network went down, manually
entered details contained mistakes, the
database sometimes crashed, and the way
the glucometers had been programmed
meant they had no way to check that the
data they sent to the database actually
got there. Results didn’t go straight to the
patient record anyway. It happened when
the glucometer was docked, but they were
constantly in use so might not be docked
for days. Indeed, a fifth of the entries in
the database had an error flag indicating
something had gone wrong. In reality, you
just couldn’t rely on the electronic record. It
was the nurses’ old fashioned paper records
that really were the ones you could trust.
The police had got it the wrong way
round! They thought the computers
were reliable and the nurses
untrustworthy, but the nurses were
doing a good job and the computers
were somehow failing to record the patient
information. Worse, they were failing to
record that they were failing to record
things correctly! ... So nobody realised.

Disappearing
readings
What happened to all the readings with
invalid patient IDs? There was no place to
file them so the system silently dropped
them into a separate electronic bin of
unknowns. They could then be manually
assigned, but no way had been set up to
do that.
During the trial the defence luckily noticed
an odd discrepancy in the computer logs.
It was really spiky in an unexplained way.
On some days hardly any readings seemed

to be taken, for example. One odd trough
corresponded to a day the manufacturer
said they had visited the hospital. They were
asked to explain what they had done…
The hospital had asked them to get the
data ready to give to the police. The
manufacturer’s engineer who visited
therefore ‘tidied up’ the database, deleting
all the incomplete records...including all the
ones the nurses had supposedly fabricated!
The police had no idea this had been done.

Suddenly,
no evidence
When this was revealed in court, the judge
ruled that all the prosecution’s evidence was
unusable. The prosecution said, therefore,
they had no evidence at all to present. In
this situation, the trial ‘collapses’: the nurses
were completely innocent, and the trial
immediately stopped.
The trial had already blighted the careers of
lots of good nurses though. In fact, some of
the other nurses pleaded guilty as they had
no memory of what had actually happened
but had been confronted with the ‘fact’
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that they must have been negligent as “the
computers could not lie”. Some were jailed.
In the UK, you can be given a much shorter
jail sentence, or maybe none at all, if you
plead guilty. It can make sense to plead
guilty even if you know you aren’t — you
only need to think the court will find you
guilty. Which isn’t the same thing.

Silver bullets?
Governments see digitalisation as a silver
bullet to save money and improve care. It
can do that if you get it right. But digital is
much harder to get right than most people
realise. In the story here, not getting the
digital right — and not understanding it —
caused serious problems for lots of nurses.
It takes skill and deep understanding to
design digital things to work in a way that
really makes things better. It’s hard for
hospitals to understand the complexities in
what they are buying. Ultimately, it’s nurses
and doctors who make it work. They have to.
They shouldn’t be automatically blamed when
things go wrong because digital technology
is hard to design well.
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On the back
(page) foot
by Peter W McOwan, Queen Mary University of London

Shoes are a staple of the fashion industry. The right pair can
make you look more business-like, and a well-fitting pair can
make your day so much more comfy. But what happens when
footwear collides with software? The answer is innovative
strides forward for shoe-tech. So best foot forward as we walk
through fascinating facts about shoes.
Follow
that shoe

Charged by
(not for) Shoes

Cars can navigate to their destination using
the power of the GPS satellite network, so
why not your shoes? Using an app to preprogram your journey the shoes monitor
your position and, when you come to a point
where you need to make a turn, the correct
shoe vibrates.

Ever been stuck when the battery on your
phone ran out? New footwear is being
developed to prevent this all too common
problem. It uses the energy you put into
walking to charge the phone. The shoes
have inbuilt transducers, clever tech that’s
able to create electricity from the difference
in pressure between your foot being down
and being up. This small movement of your
foot over long enough periods stores enough
electrical energy in the shoe to recharge the
phone.

By following the shudders in your shoes,
your trainers keep you on track.

Tilt Shoe Stars
And the award for the most interesting shoes
in a music video goes to... the late king of
pop, Michael Jackson’s tilt shoes. In the
video for Smooth Criminal Michael manages
to pull off some gravity defying body tilts.
The answer to his amazing ability to tilt his
body over at 45 degrees came from strong
ankles and trick shoes. The shoes contain a
slot in the heel. There was also a peg in the
stage which popped up just as he was about
to perform the tilt. By securely sliding the
slot on the heels onto the peg (and making
sure the laces were well tied), he was able to
make the unnatural lean over.
So, Ankle are you OK? Are you OK, Ankle?

Walk while you talk.

Ourselves and
the shoemaker

Cool Running
Running has become a popular way to keep
fit, but if you want to get better at it you
really need to work with a running coach.
Researchers are looking at building the
coach into the shoes. By putting sensors in
the shoes they can calculate your running
speed, pressures in you footfall, and lots of
other useful data that can help you improve.
The information is sent from the shoes to
your phone so you (or a human running
coach) can review it and identify how you
can run more efficiently. That way you can
clean up any bad habits in your running
style. There are even shoes being developed
that measure the heat in your feet and can
change the trainer’s temperature.
With smart wearable tech you can run cool
and clean.

Ouch! New shoes are badly fitting shoes
and that can be a real pain. Perhaps in the
future we will be spared this foot flexing
fumbling by wearing perfect fit custom
3D-printed shoes. Part of the problem is
that everyone’s feet are different shapes,
and even your left and right feet are slightly
different. The system scans your feet, then,
using this precise set of measurements, the
shoes can be custom-made.
A robot shoemaker will whip up a perfect pair
for your delicate tootsies.
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